


All images started with a pencilsketch and they got finished with colours from my computer. The way how to use 

simple tools, makes these results different, as being exspected, doing photoshop usually.

This Guckbook is an extraction of the 

surreal part of a Traindoodlesketchbook. 

In the sketchbook there are futher dra-

wings of people sitting around me on the 

way. That‘s an other  art direction. These 

works are no examples for tricky photo-

shopping. It‘s more about the free flowing 

mind on a piece of paper and a screen. 

It‘s funny to work that way. It makes sur-

realisim going popart.

Multiheadmix



impressum / INARTUM 
All images made by Stefan Kindermann

Text by Stefan Kindermann

all contens is ART
all copyrights by Stefan Kindermann

info@stefankindermann.de
more about the ARTist at stefankindermann.de
Thank you for having a look to my Guckbook. There are more Guckbooks for you. Have a look.

Turning around



Drawing with pencil Airbrush, freestyle

Colour from the can, roughtstyle.

Working with the airbrushfunction means to go deeper and deeper into details, that was not my intention with these works. So 

I switched to easyer tools. That was changing the style and made the work fast and funny.  Abstraction by chance is a further 

component that makes illustrating creative, for new ideas were flowing into the work that way. Surrealim is not in the perfection, 

Surrealim is in the idea that is realized. Abstraction and bold colouration are supporting creativity, that gives surrealism a new 

direction, fresh and wild. Art is ever surreal for it is ART, artificial and artfull.

Birdy the Flying mindextension



Birdy the Flying mindextension



Hungry Eyeconstuction



Saugschmerly in blue



Eyefish with lips



Saugschmerly Var.No.:2
Two 2EyeStachelbarsche



With no title with no name, but with many eyes



Fish in the head



 3Eyechurchman



Animale



I see Eyeseafish on ice



Milkana roséviolet



nothing fits



but blue



I d‘ont know how to call this one,
but two man flying in the fish



TalkingHeadmix



Cardinalsexafraid



There is an animal on my shoulder



Headmixcomposition



Got some fish in my head



Redliner Headmix
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Abstractum with eyes



2Man and an Eyebug



Manyeyebird



Do you have an idea 



Another idea



3Eye2mandoubblemouth



Headgames





Talk talk



Watching a 3head



I wonder, what is this?



sunflower influence



manyaface in me



Cheesypinkzigzag
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